Sensing, which offers exact reconstruction of sparse signal from a small number of measurements, has tremendous potential for trajectory compression. In order to optimize the compression, trajectory compression algorithms need to adapt compression ratio subject to the compressibility of the trajectory. Intuitively, the trajectory of an object moving in starlight road is more compressible compared to the trajectory of a object moving in winding roads, therefore, higher compression is achievable in the former case compared to the later. We propose an in-situ compression technique underpinning the support vector regression theory, which accurately predicts the compressibility of a trajectory given the mean speed of the object and then apply compressive sensing to adapt the compression to the compressibility of the trajectory. The conventional encoding and decoding process of compressive sensing uses predefined dictionary and measurement (or projection) matrix pairs. However, the selection of an optimal pair is nontrivial and exhaustive, and random selection of a pair does not guarantee the best compression performance. In this paper, we propose a deterministic and data driven construction for the projection matrix which is obtained by applying singular value decomposition to a sparsifying dictionary learned from the dataset. We analyze case studies of pedestrian and animal trajectory datasets including GPS trajectory data from 127 subjects. The experimental results suggest that the proposed adaptive compression algorithm, incorporating the deterministic construction of projection matrix, offers significantly better compression performance compared to the state-of-the-art alternatives.
INTRODUCTION
Compressive Sensing (CS) [9] , an emerging field of information theory, has great potential for data compression. The fact that every natural signal can be sparsely represented in some sparsifying domain, is the key enabler for data compression using compressive sensing. In compressive sensing theory, a n data point compressible signal x ∈ R n can be compressed to size m < n, by taking m projections of x on to a projection matrix Φ ∈ R m×n . However, the successful recovery requires that the projection matrix Φ is incoherent to the sparsifying domain and the number of projections, m is sufficient to preserve the pairwise 2 distance of the original signal data points [7] . Typically, one has m << 1 n, therefore, compression gain is significant.
Compressive Sensing does not offer the best compression [20] , however, it is particularly attractive for compression in resources improvised platforms. In addition, it is suitable for settings where there is a possibility of data-loss. Therefore, it is ideal for embedded platforms, for example, wireless sensor nodes, and mobile phones. In particular, in our previous work [32] we have demonstrated that compressive sensing encoding can be executed on resource constrained platform based on an 8-bit Atmel Amega 1281 microcontroller with 8 kB RAM and the reconstruction error increases gracefully with the increase of missing packets (projections). Most of the research attempts of developing compression algorithms for wireless sensor networks seek to Rajib Rana is with CSIRO, email: rajib.rana@csiro.au.
1. much less than optimize the complexity of the compression algorithms, but there is hardly any algorithm that addresses the missing data aspect of the problem. For example, S-LZW [36] , miniLZO [1] and LEC [24] are three purposely adapted versions of powerful compression algorithms LZW, LZ77, and exponential-Golomb code, respectively. However, these algorithms are categorized as lossless, therefore, not robust to data loss. Even the powerful lossey algorithms adapted to wireless sensor networks , such as LTC (Light-weight Temporal Compression) [37] and Differential pulse code modulation-based optimization (DPCM-optimization) [25] are only robust to measurement error, not to the measurement or data loss.
Compressive sensing has a simplified encoding system and each projection embody the structural information of the trajectory segment, therefore, missing one measurement does not result in large error. Intuitively, compression performance can be greatly improved if it is adapted to the movement of the object. For example, if there is not much variation in movement, e.g., car running in motorway or animal being static, a very small number of projections should be required. On the other hand, a car moving in winding suburban roads should require large number of projections. Therefore, setting up a constant compression ratio could be either wasteful or insufficient. Compressive sensing conventionally does not offer mechanism to automatically adapt the compression. Therefore, techniques need to be developed to adapt the compression to maximize the benefits of compressive sensing in practice. We propose an in-situ compression technique, which predicts the compression ratio (i.e. the number of measurements) given the speed of the moving object.
The convention of applying the compressive sensing theory into practice is to choose a predefined sparsifying domain appropriate for the signal (e.g., the Discrete Cosine Transform -DCT) and use random projection matrices (e.g. Gaussian matrix), which are naturally incoherent with any sparsifying domain. However, given a particular dataset, it is nontrivial to find the most suitable sparsifying transform and projection matrix pair. One of the key contributions of this paper is the construction of the projection matrix from the dataset. We first obtain a dictionary applying sparse coding on the trajectory datasets. We then obtain a "special" singular value decomposition (SVD) of the dictionary to construct the projection matrix. Since both of the projection matrix and dictionary are constructed from the dataset, they are expected to offer very good compression performance.
We case study a GPS trajectory, specifically, the animal, and pedestrian trajectory, due to the requirement for extensive data compression. For example, in the CSIRO's 2 virtual fencing application [38] , animal trajectory with stimuli information needs to be sent to the base station to conform to the ethical standards. Given a 2 Hz sampling interval, from 36 cows in CSIRO's Belmont deployment, there is a requirement to transfer 7 GB of data every day over a 50 kbps line, which is not possible given available bandwidth. Similarly, in tracking applications such as mobile forensics, child and elderly care requires the pedestrian GPS traces to be available continuously at the base stations. Given the scale of the problem, these applications require an enormous amount of data transmission within a limited bandwidth allocation. Therefore, compression is inevitable for both of these trajectories.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose an adaptive compression framework which, underpinning the theory of compressive sensing and support vector regression, adapts the compression ratio to the compressibility of the trajecotry. 2) We propose a data-driven and deterministic construction of projection matrix, which when combined with the trained data dictionary, offers significantly better compression compared to predefined matrix and dictionary pairs. 3) We validate the performance of the compression framework using large datasets, including pedestrian data of 91 different students and volunteers from 5 different sites, and animal data from 36 cows of CSIRO's Belmont deployment. Experimental results suggest that enabling adaptive compression with the proposed projection matrix, we can save maximum 40% of transmission for pedestrian datasets and about 85% transmission for cattle datasets. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section 2. Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Section 2), we provide the background information on compressive sensing and sparse coding. In the next section (Section 2.2), we describe the deterministic construction of projection matrix and the proposed adaptive compression method. We present the evaluations in section 4 and then contrast the proposed framework with the existing literature in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
BACKGROUND

Compressive Sensing
We start this section by stating general conditions for compressive sensing for trajectory compression and reconstruction. In particular, we discuss sparsity, Restricted Isometry Property and Coherence, which are two key criteria for compressive sensing reconstruction. We then describe the special case of adding dictionaries into the compressive sensing framework.
Sparsity and RIP
For a given vector x ∈ R n , the sparsity of x, namely the 0 "norm" of x, x 0 , is defined as the number of nonzero elements in x. Compressive sensing acquires a signal x ∈ R n by collecting m linear measurements of the form y j = a j , x + z, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, or in matrix notation y = Ax + z, where A is a m×n measurement matrix (m n), z is the measurement error. The theory asserts that if the signal x is reasonably sparse or approximately sparse, then it can be recovered, under suitable conditions on the matrix A, by convex programming
where is the estimate bound for z 2 . Now we are ready to introduce one of the most important concept, the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), which provides the sufficient condition for signal recovery. Definition 2.1: We say a matrix A ∈ R m×n satisfies the RIP with order k if there exists a constant δ k ∈ (0, 1), such that
It has been shown in [11] that if the RIC δ 2k < √ 2 − 1, then the recovered signalx from 1 minimization (1) obeys
where C 0 and C 1 are constants that may only depend on δ 2k . Several other improvements on the bounds for the RIC have also been proposed in the literature, for example, δ 2k < 0.4931 in [28] , and δ k < 0.307 in [8] .
However, the results in [15] indicate that
707 is likely the upper bound of δ 2k .
The RIP can hold for sensing matrices A = ΦΨ, where Ψ is an arbitrary orthonormal basis and Φ is an m × n measurement matrix drawn randomly from a suitable distribution, where
In particular, compressive sensing theory suggests four different random matrices: 1) constructing Φ by sampling i.i.d. entries from the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1/m, 2) constructing Φ by sampling i.i.d. entries from a symmetric Bernoulli distribution (P (Φ i,j = ±1/m) = 1/2) or other sub-gaussian distribution, 3) constructing Φ by sampling n column vectors uniformly at random on the unit sphere of R m and 4) constructing Φ by sampling a random projection P as in Incoherent Sampling and normalizing Φ = n/mP , where Incoherent Sampling referring to choosing incoherent Φ and Ψ pair, i.e., no or very small correlation amongst Φ and Ψ. For example, a randomly generated Gaussian or binary ±1 matrix is incoherent with any fixed orthonormal basis. If one fixes Ψ and populates Φ as in 1) and 4), then with overwhelming probability, the matrix A = ΦΨ obeys the RIP provided that (4) is satisfied, where C is some constant depending on the RIC.
One important point to note is that compressive sensing theory is based on the assumption that the signal is itself sparse, or has sparse representation in some basis or tight frame Ψ. However, in practice the sparsity of a signal is often not expressed in terms of an orthonormal basis or tight frame, but in terms of an overcomplete and redundant dictionary D. This can be confirmed from the widespread use of overcomplete dictionaries in fields like signal processing and data analysis. An overcomplete dictionary D has possibly many more columns than rows. Candes et al. in [12] have come up with an alternative to RIP, the restricted isometry property adapted to D (abbreviated D-RIP).
Coherence
Another metric frequently used in CS is the coherence. Here we recall the definition of the mutual coherence from [9] as an example.
The mutual coherence µ(A) for the sensing matrix A = ΦD is defined as
where a i and a j denote columns of A. Generally speaking, the coherence measures the largest correlation between any two elements of Φ and D. If Φ and D contain highly correlated elements, the coherence is large. Otherwise, it is small. The role of the coherence is straightforward: the smaller the coherence is, the fewer measurements are needed for successful reconstruction.
Learning Sparsifying Dictionary
Given a set of vectors X = { x 1 , x 2 , ..., x P } ∈ R n , sparse coding is the technique of learning a dictionary D that minimizes the loss function
A smaller value of the loss function indicates that the vector set X can be well represented by D. The first part of (6) minimizes the 2 distance between the original and estimated vector. The second part of the equation minimizes the 1 norm of the coefficient vector. Precisely, the second part seeks to minimize the non-zero coefficients in s. Sparsity of s can be controlled by the regularization parameter. For example, if we use a large λ, the coefficient vector s will be sparse and viceversa. However, a very large value of λ can make the weight vector to be zero which can cause under-fitting problem.
The value of D should also not let grow too big, otherwise s will become very small. The common practice is to keep the 2 norm of each column of D within 1.
Consequently, the loss function needs to be minimized subject to both s and D. However, the problem of minimizing the loss function is not convex with respect to D. One way to minimize the problem with respect to D is to jointly optimize (6) with respect to D and s as in (7).
The optimization problem in (7) although is not convex with respect to D and s simultaneously, it is convex with respect to each of the variables D and s, when the other one is fixed. Therefore, practically it can be solved in two steps: first, learning the sparse coefficients keeping the dictionary fixed, and then learning the dictionary keeping the coefficients fixed [23, 22] .
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to solve (7), out of which we consider SPAMS [23] , which is a recently proposed sparse coding technique. For coefficient learning, SPAMS uses the LARS-Lasso algorithm, which is a homotopy method [30] that provides the solutions for all possible values of λ. The key justification for choosing SPAMS is because for dictionary learning it uses block-coordinate descent with warm restarts [6] , which guarantees the convergence to a global optimum. Furthermore, SPAMS can process dynamic training data changing over time by processing the signals in minibatches.
PAPER CONTRIBUTIONS
Determinstic Construction of Projection Matrix.
Recall from Section 2.1.1 that many types of random measurement matrices have a small restricted isometry constant [10, 26, 35, 5] . However, the random matrices are somewhat generic. Therefore, they may not always offer the smallest RIC. In fact, it remains an open question how to construct a good universal deterministic measurement matrix for accurate recovery. In this work we propose a deterministic and data driven construction of measurement matrices resulting in sensing matrices with small coherence and RIC for accurate recovery.
It is possibie to construct a deterministic measurement matrix based upon the representative training matrix or dictionary. For instance, in [40] , the authors take the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a training matrix D: D = U ΛV T , and randomly choose columns from U as the rows for the measurement matrix Φ. A singular value decomposition of matrix D ∈ R m×n is D = U ΛV * , where U ∈ R m×m and V ∈ R n×n are unitary matrices, and Λ ∈ R m×n is a rectangular matrix with nonnegative values in the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. The columns of U are orthonormal, therefore, uncorrelated to the elements of the dictionary Ψ in general. Consequently, the projection matrix proposed in [40] is incoherent with the dictionary D -which is one of the requirements for successful reconstruction.
In this paper, we propose a slightly different approach with better performance for constructing the measurement matrix. We again calculate the SVD D = U ΛV T of the dictionary D we learn from the data. However, instead of randomly selecting m columns from U , we only take the first m columns of U as the rows of the measurement matrix Φ. The interrelationship between eigenvalue decomposition and singular value decomposition forms the basis for the better performance of our proposed method. This is because, the columns of U are eigenvectors of DD * , therefore, by choosing the "first" m columns of U , we choose the columns correspond to the largest eigenvalues. The inclusion of largest eigenvalues offer smaller Restricted Isometry Constant (RIC), which consequently offers better reconstruction using compressive sensing. On the other hand, authors in [40] , cannot guarantee the inclusion of columns of U correspond to largest Eigen values and fail to perform as good as our approach.
Adaptive Compression
Practical implementation of the proposed compression framework requires in situ prediction of number of measurements. A conservative alternative would be to use the historical maximum value, however, this could lead to poor compression performance. For example, if the subject is static, minimal number of measurements should be required, therefore, if we use the historical max, it would be enormous wastage -in particular in the wireless sensor network, where data throughput is scarce.
Intuitively, the speed of the object is correlated to the number of measurements. For example, the vehicle trajectory of a car running in highway should require small number of measurements compared to recovering a vehicle trajectory of a car running in winding suburban roads. In Table 1 , we report the correlation between speed of a trajectory segment and number of measurements required to reconstruct trajectory segments within one meter accuracy. We observe that mean speed has the strongest correlation for both pedestrian and vehicle datatsets.
We use support vector regression to model the correlation between mean speed of the object and number of measurements. Our objective is to predict the number of projections from the mean speed of a trajectory segment.
Modeling Correlation by -SV Regression
Consider a training set,{(s 1 , m 1 ), ..., (s L , m L )}, where s i is the speed of the i-th trajectory segment and m i is the number of measurements required to recover i-th trajectory segment. The -SV regression determines a function g(s), that given a value of s i predictsm i , which has at most deviation from the actual m i . The function g is typically computed from
where ., . denotes the dot product within R n . We use the matlab library LIBSVM [13] to implement -SVR. There are two functions: svmtrain and svmpredict for training and testing, respectively. Given the mapping of speed and number of measurements svmtrain outputs α and b. The prediction method, svmpredict, then use these values and some other parameters (for details please review [13] ) to predict the number of measurements given a new value of the mean speed.
We used the Radial basis function (RBF) kernel Linear Kernel which is recommended when the number of features (attributes) is relatively small. The other popular alternative is linear kernel which is however used when the number of features is sufficiently large. However, we also empirically verified that the RBF kernel performs better than the linear kernel for our datasets.
Simulating Embedded Platform
Running support vector regression on resource improvised wireless sensor nodes or mobile phones is impractical. In order to simulate the setting of these embedded devices, we have stored the mapping of speed versus compressibility in a look-up table and used linear interpolation to fetch compressibility information for a given speed. In order to find out the power consumption of various process e.g., creating projections and look-up operation on sensor node, please refer to our previous publication [32] .
EVALUATION
Datasets
We evaluate the proposed algorithm using very large datasets, containing pedestrian, and animal data.
Pedestrian Dataset
Pedestrian traces were collected from publicly available CRAWDAD data repository [34] , wherein human mobility traces were collected from five different sitestwo university campuses (NCSU and KAIST), New York City, Disney World (Orlando)
The State fair track logs were collected from 8 volunteers who visited a local state fair that includes many street arcades, small street food stands and showcases.
The Disney World traces were obtained from 19 volunteers who spent their thanksgiving or Christmas holidays in Disney World, Florida, USA. The GPS traces were only from the inside of the theme parks. The participants mainly walked in the parks and occasionally rode trolleys, however, we only used walking trajectories.
The data points in traces were 30 seconds apart. Garmin GPS 60CSx handheld receivers were used for data collection which are WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) capable with a position accuracy of better than three meters 95 percent of the time, in North America.
Animal Dataset
Animal datasets were collected from CSIRO's 3 sensor network deployment at Belomont, Australia. The data was collected from a virtual fencing trial involving 36 cows for 49 hours. Sampling frequency was 2 Hz.
Error Metric
In this paper, we use Average Distance Error (ADE), the distance between the original and reconstructed trajectory to measure the reconstruction performance. Let N 
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Simulation setup
Segment Size
We determined segment size subject to the overall speed of the object. For example, a cow does not move very rapidly, therefore we used a large segment length of 128 data points for cow. Pedestrian speed is intermediate to cow and vehicle, however, the sampling interval was longer: 30 seconds. The trajectory could change rapidly within the 30 seconds period, therefore, we chose a shorter segment length of 32 data points for pedestrian dataset.
Datasets Filtering
Each of the datasets required some form of filtering before we could use them. For example, in the pedestrian datasets there were GPS traces, wherein normal walking speed 6km/hr was exceeded. We removed the corresponding segments from the dataset. The cow traces were continuous -not clustered by days. We divided individual's traces by days, then applied segmentations to each trace.
Dataset Processing
We unified all the trajectories in meter units. Northing and Easting in meters were 7 and 6 digit numbers with two decimal points, respectively. We observed that 1 -minimization is not particularly good with large numbers. For each segment we subtracted the mean of the segment from all data points of the segment to make up the numbers with smaller digits.
Training and Tetsting sets
The pedestrian datasets were collected from 5 different sites. We learned separate dictionary for each sites. Note that although there should be a commonality among these 5 different sites data due to regular walking speed and patterns, due to the structure of the sites (road structure etc.), the trajectory patterns were very different. For cow datasets, we learned separate dictionaries for individual cows, due to varying mobility pattens. We used 80% of the segments for training i.e., for learning the dictionary, and used remaining 20% for testing the performance of the compression algorithm.
Benchmark Candidates
We contrast the performance of the sparse coded dictionary with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), since in our previous study [33] we observed that DCT is the most suitable sparsifier for trajectory dataset. We compare the performance of the proposed projection matrix with four different random projection matrices suggested by the compressive sensing literature: 1. Gaussian, 2. Bernoulli, 3. Unitary, and 4. incoherent matrix (see Section 2.1.1). Note that Gaussian matrix is also an incoherent matrix, therefore, we do not present incoherent matrix as a separate entity. In the plot legend "sc" refers to Sparse Coded, "G" refers to Gaussian, "B" refers to Comparison of compression ratio versus ADE for various methods. dctG = DCT-Gaussian pair, dctElad = DCT-Elad's optimized projection matrix pair, scG = sparse coded dictionary and Gaussian pair, scB = sparse coded dictionary and Bernoulli pair, scU = sparse coded dictionary and Unitary matrix pair, scSVD-det = sparse coded dictionary and deterministic projection matrix pair; where rows of SVD is chosen deterministically, scSVD-rnd = sparse coded dictionary and deterministic projection matrix pair; where rows of SVD is chosen randomly, scElad = sparse coded dictionary and Elad's optimized projection matrix pair.
Bernoulli and "U" refers to Unitary and "SVD" refers to the single value decomposition. "scSVD-Det" is our proposed deterministic construction of projection matrix and sparse coded dictionary pair. "scSVD-Rnd" refers to the random construction of projection matrix proposed in [41] . In order to avoid cluttering the image, we only use Gaussian matrix paired with DCT ("dctG"), the other two matrices (B and U) produce similar results.
We also contrast the proposed "scSVD-Det" with the method proposed by Michael Elad in [18] . This work is very closely related to our work wherein the author optimizes the projection matrix and demonstrates that the optimized matrix performs significantly better than the random projection matrices (More details are provided in the related work section). In order to perform a fair comparison, we use Elad's projection matrix with our sparse coded dictionary ("scElad"). However, we also use the projection matrix with predefined DCT basis ("dctElad").
Last but not the least we compare the compression performance of the proposed framework with SQUISH [29] , which is a powerful GPS compression algorithm recently proposed by Muckell et al. [29] . SQUISH works on the principles of Synchronous Euclidian Distance and reported to perform better than the prominent methods e.g., Uniform Sampling, Online Dead Reckoning, and Online Douglas-Peucker, when compression ratio is small.
Note that other powerful algorithms e.g., LZW, LZ77 are mainly suitable for text compression, therefore, we could not compare with these methods.
Simulation Environment
The simulations were written in Matlab 2010b.
Compression Prediction
Recall that we use support vector regression to predict the number of measurements from the mean speed of a trajectory segment. In this section, we report two key results related to the prediction: First in Fig. 2(a) , we show the prediction error. We use training datasets to train SVR and use the test datasets to test the prediction accuracy. We compute mean prediction error using the following formula:
Percentage prediction error = 1 total segments (real -predicted) projecitons segment length % (9)
The other quantity we report is percentage transmission savings due to adaptive compression. We contrast the adaptive approach with a conservative approach that considers the historical maximum value of number of projections. We compute the percentage transmission savings using the following formula.
Percentage transmission savings
= 1 total segments (max -predicted) projecitons segment length % (10)
Simulation Results
The results of compression ratio versus reconstruction error are plotted in Fig. 1 . We report the results for one pedestrian site and one cattle, since they represent the population quite well. However, since we have pedestrian datasets from different sites, we report the results from rest four pedestrian sites in the Appendix A. In order to be clearly visible we have drawn a line with the bar representing the proposed method (scSVD-det) in this paper.
Comparison amongst Projection Matrices and Dictionaries
We start with the comparison of custom versus predefined dictionaries. We choose dctG and scG for this comparison. Across all the pedestrian and cattle datasets, there is a very insignificant performance difference between these two pairs.
To contrast deterministic with random projection matrices we choose scG and scSVD. For pedestrian datasets, upto compression ratio 0.3, scSVD performs significantly better compared to scG: the reconstruction error is at least 10 times small. However, when compression ratio rises above 0.3, the performance difference between these two pairs gets narrower. Note that performance of scB and scU are quite similar to that of scG, therefore, comparison with scG is sufficient. For the cattle datasets, when the compression ratio is less than equal to 0.3, reconstruction error given by scSVD-det is almost 5 times smaller than scG; however, similar to the pedestrian dataset, when the compression ratio goes above 0.3, the gap diminishes gradually.
From Fig. 1 it is conclusive that the scSVD-det performs significantly better than scSVD-rnd. In particular, scSVD-rnd performs worse than all other methods we use in the paper. The comparison of scSVD-det with dctElad and scElad reveals that for smaller compression ratio specifically, compression ratio up to 0.3, scSVD-det performs significantly better than dctElad and scElad. For example, when compression ratio is 0.1, for pedestrian dataset, scSVD-det produces 10 cm error, whereas scElad or dctElad produces minimum 1 meter error (maximum 10m error). However, for cattle dataset, the scElad or dctELad do not perform as good as the pedestrian dataset, therefore, the difference between scSVDdet and scElad/dctElad is even higher. For example, for cattle datatset, when the compression ratio is 0.1, scSVDdet has 1 centimeter error, whereas scElad has 3 meter error, however, dctElad has few centimeter error. Note that scSVD-det performs consistently better with the sparse coded dictionary for both pedestrian and cattle dataset.
SQUISH performs well for the pedestrian dataset, but not for the cattle dataset. For pedestrian dataset, except for the scSVD-det, SQUISH performs better than most other methods, especially when the compression ratio is small. For cattle dataset, performance of SQUISH is bad compared to any other methods.
Conservative versus Adaptive Compression
In Fig. 2(a) we demonstrate the prediction performance of our proposed method. We compute the percentage prediction error using (9) . The maximum error is below 3% (cattle), which confirms our highly accurate prediction performance.
We also contrast the performance of the proposed method with our previously proposed compression framework, wherein we used predefined dictionary and projection matrix pair [33] . In particular we used dctG pair for compression and support vector regression for prediction. Therefore, in Fig. 2(a) , we contrast "scSVDDet" with "dctG". We observe that our newly proposed compression framework significantly outperforms the previously proposed one. For pedestrian dataset, the maximum improvement is more than 20% (State Fair) and the minimum improvement is more than 5% (KAIST). The representative of cattle dataset offers more than 5% improvement.
We compute percentage transmission savings using (10) . Adapting the number of projections to the mean speed of the object, we can achieve significant transmission savings as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . Maximum transmission savings for pedestrian dataset is about 40% for NewYork city data and minimum savings is for State Fair -2%. Transmission savings for cattle dataset is quite high -about 85%.
Results Summary
We can summarize the results as follows:
1) The performance of the proposed deterministic projection matrix is significantly better compared to the predefined and other proposed alternatives in the literature. For example, scSVD-det produces 10 times less error compared to dctG and scElad.
2) The compression performance gets even better when the proposed projection matrix and dictionary is applied jointly with the proposed adaptive compression framework. For example, for cattle dataset the adaptive compression using scSVDdet offers 85% improvement over dctG, whereas without the adaptive part the improvement is only 10 times.
3) The proposed compression algorithm is better than the existing trajectory compression algorithm -SQUISH, which has been reported to perform better than the prominent trajectory methods e.g., Uniform Sampling, Online Dead Reckoning, and Online Douglas-Peucker when compression ratio is small.
RELATED WORK
The solution provided in this paper spans two key aspects: 1. adapting the compression 2. deterministic construction of projection matrix. Therefore, we will evaluate the literature mainly in these two aspects. However, we will briefly touch upon the trajectory compression algorithms proposed in wireless sensor networks.
Adaptive Compression in Wireless Sensor Networks
The adaptive compression algorithms proposed so far in the wireless sensor network mainly adapt compression for energy savings. Most of the algorithms proposed in the past mainly consider slowly changing natural phenomena, which intrinsically require relatively low sampling. Therefore, bandwidth conservation has got secondary focus compared to energy conservation. For example, in [14] authors propose an adaptive compassion algorithm, wherein compression is adapted at the sensing node by analyzing the correlation in a centralized data store. Since the approach require central server to node communication, it is suitable for slowly changing phenomena e.g., soil moisture. However, we consider trajectory with as high as 2 Hz sampling rate, therefore, such technique may result in enormous node to base communication causing quick depletion of the sensor node battery.
In [4] authors propose a 3-stage adaptation framework wherein in stage 1, correlated sensor nodes form small 1-hop clusters based on a short history of the attribute values to exploit strong local correlation. In Stage 2, the temporal correlations is exploited by constructing the models on a small number of clusters, referred to as master clusters. Each constructed model is limited to the respective master clusters and approximates the sampled values of all the member sensor nodes of the master cluster. In Stage 3, the master cluster sends the model to its neighboring clusters. The cluster members fit the received model to their sampled values and accordingly either accept the model or reject the model. The clusters accepting the model merge to form a correlated region or larger clusters and further propagate the model to their neighboring clusters. Following this scheme, only a small set of the models constructed on master clusters can approximate the entire network both in space and time. However, similar to the work in [14] , this method is well suited to slowly changing phenomena; when used for trajectory compression, this algorithm will require enormous internode communication, resulting in quick decay of the node energy.
Some other adaptive compression algorithms, although do not require lots of inter-node communication, however, require large number of on-node processing. For example, in [16] authors propose an adaptive wavelet compression algorithm for wireless sensor networks. In the proposed method each receiving sensor computes the compression ratio, and calculates the total energy dissipation (using both computation and communication energy models) to make a decision about whether to increases wavelet transform level or to keep the present level. Then, the sensor, runs wavelet compression with next transform level to compute the new compression ratio, computes new value of total energy dissipation and compares it with the old value. The above steps will be repeated if the new energy estimate is smaller than old estimate and wavelet transform level is less than some maximum allowed value. After this operation, the nodes transmit data to the central nodes applying the computed wavelet transform level. This method will involve enormous computation given that for each trajectory segment it has to iterate multiple times to determine the optimal transform level for the best compression and energy trade-off. Similar problem will be experienced in the algorithm proposed in [31] , which employs a feedback approach in which the compression ratio is compared to a predetermined threshold. The compression model used in the previous frame can be retained and used for the next frame, if compression ratio is greater than the predefined threshold. Otherwise, the adaptive operation of the system will produce a new compression model.
A slightly different adaptive compression principle is applied in the algorithm proposed in [3] . Authors design an on-line adaptive algorithm that dynamically makes compression decisions to accommodate the changing state of WSNs. In the algorithm, a queueing model is adopted to estimate the queueing behavior of sensors with the assistance of only local information of each sensor node. By using the queueing model, the algorithm predicts the compression effect on the average packet delay and performs compression only when it can reduce the packet delay. This algorithm is quite elegant since it does not require lots of on node processing and intranode communications, however, this algorithm may not be suitable for any trajectory in general. Instead, this algorithm will be suitable for those trajectories, where objects keep stationary for substantial amount of time, therefore, compression will be applied only when they are moving. Note that our proposed method is more general. The compression ratio is adapted to the speed of the object, therefore, when the object is not moving maximum compression will be achieved, and as the object starts moving instead of maintaining a common compression ratio, we adapt compression ration to the speed.
Finally, in [21] authors present an adaptive lossless data compression (ALDC) algorithm for wireless sensor networks. The data sequence to be compressed is partitioned into blocks, and the optimal compression scheme is applied for each block. However, the proposed algorithm is lossless, therefore, it is not robust to data loss of the wireless sensor network platform.
Deterministic Construction of Projection Matrix
Elad in [18] and Julio et al. in [17] have optimized projection matrix to achieve better compression ratio. Elad has defined a new mutual coherence, which describes the correlation between the dictionary and projection matrix. The smaller the mutual coherence, the better the compression performance. Elad has minimized the mutual coherence with respect to the projection matrix -keeping the dictionary fixed. In addition to just optimizing the projection matrix, Julio et al. has optimized the dictionary simultaneously. In particular, Julio uses recently proposed K-SVD algorithm proposed in [2] to learn dictionary and then jointly optimize the dictionary and projection matrix by maximizing the number of orthogonal columns in their product. We use SPAMS to learn the dictionary, which is different to K-SVD. In addition, in order to optimize the projection matrix we obtain a special singular value decomposition of the dictionary, which naturally produces low coherence projection matrix and dictionary pair. We contrasted our work with that of Elad's, however, we had difficulties to run Julio's method for our trajectory dataset.
Trajectory/GPS Compression Algorithms for Wireless Sensor Networks
A very small number of work can be found in the literature, which propose trajectory compression algorithm for wireless sensor network or other embedded platform. One of such algorithm is the compression algorithm proposed in [39] . This algorithm performs recursive segmentation of the trajectory, until a trajectory segment can be modelled with an interpolation function with a small error. Compression is achieved by only transmitting the relevant parameters of the interpolation function. represents trajectory segments by some linear or polynomial functions and achieve compression by transmitting the compressed functions instead of trajectory data points. However, due to large computation requirement the proposed compression algorithm is not suitable for real-time compression.
In [19] authors propose a trajectory compression algorithm which uses various line simplification methods, for example, Dead-Reckoning and the Douglas-Peuker algorithm, and a variant of a CG-based optimal algorithm for polyline reduction. In particular, the authors also propose a hybrid approachm, which combines some of the above methods. Note that out of the three methods, Douglas-Peuker is most popular. In our previous work, we have already shown that the non-optimized version of our projection matrix already performs better than the improved Douglas-Peuker method proposed by Meratina et al [27] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an adaptive compression framework to achieve improved compression performance underpinning the theory of compressive sensing and support vector regression. We adapt the compression subject to the mean speed of the object to improve the compression gain. We learn a sparsifying dictionary from the dataset using the theory of sparse coding and construct the projection matrix from the dictionary by applying singular value decomposition on the dictionary. We case study GPS trajectory spanning pedestrian and animal trajectories across three different countries involving more than 120 subjects and conclude that, 1) adaptive compression is very useful to increase the trajectory compression performance, 2) deterministic construction of projection matrix is more suitable compared to the predefined random matrices to achieve better trajectory compression performance. Due to the large sampling interval, in this paper we only considered low speed trajectories. In our future study, we aim to obtain vehicle datasets with possibly smaller sampling intervals and validate the performance of compressive sensing for compressing high speed object trajectory.
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